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About This Game

‘Tank Battle: Blitzkrieg!’ recreates the first battles of World War II. On 1st September 1939 the German army marched into
Poland, two weeks later the Soviets also invaded and the Polish army was crushed by 6th October. Over the coming months the

Germans expanded their grip on Europe with further invasions of Denmark and Norway.

On 10th May 1940 the Battle of France began after the German army entered the low countries of Belgium, Holland and
Luxembourg. Within weeks the French army was forced to surrender and the British army had retreated at Dunkirk.

To add to the French agony the Italian army also invaded Southern France in support of the Germans. The allied armies had
some excellent tanks and soldiers but their strategy was flawed and their tactics dated and unable to deal with the German

Blitzkrieg!
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OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM
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First of all the music is great. Secondly it is delightful to uppercut a dude then smash him on the way down. While I would also
like to have the character yell SHORYUKEN it is probably not the best idea legally speaking, but nothing is stopping you from
doing that yourself. Also the uppercut sends you so high into the air you can use it to maneuver across platforms which I highly
recommend.

The game has a great aesthetic, a great sense of humor (including upgrade "dips" you put your fists into that are things like...
cheese), and well placed slow downs like when you punch through a door, hurling some poor dude across the room because
obviously when two disjointed fists are pummeling your friends you stand next to rickety wooden doors waiting for them to
enter.

I'm not sure why your health bar is red but the blue pickups restore health. Maybe it's so they stand out among all the red blood
and guts you're splattering around everywhere.

Don't play this game if you don't like punching. Also you really need to watch the second video in the horizontal list above if
you haven't.. Kinda fun, although a bit disorientating. Those weary of VR sickness beware.. Great adorable looking racer but
local split screen is bugged and doesnt allow more then one player to connect for my game. if this could be fixed game would be
a blast.. I Used to own a modem made by Zotrix. This is pretty good too.. This is the best game for car guys
. what is this, why do i have this. A great short indie title that brings up some very interesting and thought-provoking topics in a
creative and artistic way. I'd say that it is well worth 2 euros!

You can check out my video of it here! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uj3qWTf2YZ0. I've waited a long time for another
racing game to come along that reminded me of Project Torque... this is it, and I love it.. My PROs.... hmmm... This game
comes [highly recommended] for someone who wants to spend countless hours vicariously lost in the intriguing lifestyles and
beliefs of the enduring, mysterious Ancient Egyptian people.. and in stunning graphics with an intuitive, giving camera/guidance
system. I enjoy how authentic the gameplay is.. using ancient egyptian words, names, and places, as well as offering the ability
to peer into the lives of peasants, the working elite, nobles, and royal family. It's a modest peering, as it's just a game after all,
but it leaves much for the imagination, especially if you already know quite a bit about Egyptology.

This game was very challenging at first, as my people sought to overthrow me for issues that didn't make sense at first-- just
know, when you neglect one class of people, everyone is affected in some way.. this game proves that careful city planning and
growth depends on how much food you have.. So, it was hard, but alas, I didn't realize there was a tutorial-- and in three parts! I
love how helpful the tutorial was, including all the explanations and very, detailed dicitonary/help/tips database. Lost?
Confused? Click something and click the [?] box. Suddenly there's an entire book of useful information with hyperlinks to other
related information within the game. The strategy of the conservation of resources, world relations, and military edpiditions,
including running a government, makes this game really enjoyable.

I've already spent 16 hours on it and I feel as though I could spend 8X that! I love the gamespeed options of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,
and 2.5.. as well as how every citizen is its own indepdent NPC with its own needs and ailments. You can follow them around,
too! I overheard an age joke between a kid and his father regarding someone being so old, Osiris was pharoah! That was a good
one!

Also, I'm on Windows 10. I was able to load it fine without any compatability changes to its properties given it's made for
Windows XP. I mention that because I know others have been commenting/wondering.

All in all, my only CONS are that I wish I could build more iconic monuments from history, like the temple at Abu Simbel or
the temple complex at Karnak, Luxor temple, or the Mortuary Temple at Hatshepsut... also, more egyptian pestige structures,
like columns, hypostyle halls, pylons, and also decorate my civilization with more greenery.. however, the statue options are
aplenty and do just fine to suit that need. Another CON is the scenario editor.. I feel that it's so complex, I panic and have to
shut it off! LOL.. maybe one day, I'll figure it out ! That idea helps.

All in all, love the game.. worth $40, even though I paid $10 for both games.. great value! I wish the devleoper could produce an
expansion packed with dozens and dozens of new buildings, statues, items, walls, paths, shops, everything... this needs to be its
own ever-evolving Egyptian Sims! It really does!. Review video:
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https://youtu.be/HERafsgLBp8

Mainlining is a hacking game that utilizes similar ideas to games like Orwell and Replica. You do government surveillance and
arrest "criminals".

Personally, I found the game to be pretty good. The basic mechanics were easy to grasp along with a pace that kept the game
engaging. Personally I would have liked to see more hacking mechanics as hacking in the game is as simple as typing in IP
addresses, but the streamline nature of the mechanics did help to keep that game at a nice pace.

I'm not going to enthusiastically persuade this game to people, but I won't dissuade either. If it looks like your thing, pick it up.
If it's on sale, it's a definite grab.

For a more in depth review check my video review at the top.
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One of the biggest things I like about this skin is that it has a different voice when playing. I like having different voices while
playing because it can get repetitive to always hear the same mans voice. She has cleaver responses to what she wants when she
is crying out for help and other things. I really like this skin but as with the other skins in the game it doesn't give you an
advantage while playing the play. Its just for aesthetic purposes and is just for the people you are playing with. They get to enjoy
it alot more then you do since they are looking at her all the time. I really like this character and I highly recommend it to
anyone who is a hard core player of Killing Floor.. Not so much a review, but more of things I found good about the game and
some things I feel needs to be fixed/added to the game.

Good things -
It's fun sneaking around houses, disconnecting alarms and finding secret codes. It makes the game feel more like you're a theif
who needs to get all the intel to pull off the biggests score in history.

Things that need fixing -
I found that when you let go of the move button, the character would continue to move forwards instead of stopping. That got
annoying pretty quickly.

The AI are either too dumb or too aggressive at times. I found myself trying to hide from them but they still find me even if
they didn't spot me. I'd fix the AI and the movement physics the most.

Graphically, the game's character models need a lot of work as they look like dummies and can be kind of scary.

Environments in some levels are bit too open and bland some of the time, and can usually distract players from the game.

Things that could be added -
I think giving players the ability to hide would be a great option, a peaking function would also benefit the game as it gives
players that strategic edge against the AI.

Going through secret passage ways to bypass security would be fun in some of the levels and using objects to block doors from
being opened whilst you hack a security camera (I also think they should has Security Cameras into the game) would be neat.

Really, I have to say that the game is fun but needs a lot of work.
Would I recommend it? Not now, but it does have a lot of promise so I'd keep an eye on it if you're interested.

. I had at the beginning some issues with the game but since the last update I can really enjoy it. It was worth to wait. I finally
understood how to control the main character and have done the first levels of the game. I don't think I am really far in the game
but I'm already impressed by the scenario. To tell the truth, I didn't expect much in the beginning but it seems that the game is
more complex than I have expected. (new actions are available, new character etc)
Let's see what will happen next but from my point of view, it's a nice game with some interesting concepts.
. If your looking for a water racer like Riptide but much better, then this is it. Decent enough arcade game for £15.

Personally, I was hoping for an enhanced version of Wave Race 64 or Blue Storm(probably because plenty were saying it was a
Wave Race successor). What I got is a kind of game you'd find in your local arcade with a full size Jet-Ski attached. Great for a
few minutes fun with your mates.

It just doesn't feel like your interacting with the water in general, and in particular the waves. There are waves(big waves at the
'Shipyard' course) but you can't utilise the wave, like getting air or dipping in to it to keep control- you just cant pitch your craft
in the water or air. I can see waves, but it plays flat!

Over a few days I ran 3 championships several times in Aqua, then 1 in Wave Race 64 on an emulator, then twice on Blue
Storm on my old GameCube, then played Aqua again. Even Wave Race 64 seems light years ahead when it comes to riding the
waves and overall interaction with the water.

Why didn't the developers reverse engineer the Wave Race games(the 'classics' as the developer calls them) if that's what they
were going for?
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Of course, I can't blame the developers that they chose not to make a next-gen Wave Race. I suppose they've got to produce
what they think will make them money.. Chronology isn't a bad platform game. However, the bugs and the stiff controls ruined
the overall gameplay experience for me. Thus I had to give it a lower grade.

Pros:
+ Awesome graphics
+ Funny dialogs and characters
+ Challenging puzzles

Cons:
– Bugs O´ plenty
– The controls are somewhat stiff
– No checkpoint system

Gameplay: 3/5
Graphics: 4/5
Sound/Music 4/5
Controls: 3/5
Replay value: 3/5

Verdict: 3.5/5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFYbcDXedqk. If you have a few bucks burning a hole in your pocket, this would be the
game to get.

After solving the start up puzzle youll be hooked.

The game really has a snug feel, but there were times where I did wish there was a teleport function. Keep in mind they did not
give this because having to much room to play in could make the game hard to figure out. At times you may get stumped. Dont
worry, give it some time. Your smart you'll get er.

MAIN COMPLAINT - Its hard to get a grip on small stuff on the floor I found.

THINGS I LIKE ABOUT IT - A few endings to collect and the horror aspect was done proper for what the games going for.

. Terrific game. Loving the addition of a second lead character that you can interact with which is so rare in Hidden Object
Games. You flip flop between the two of them throughout the bulk of the game and also dialogue options such as in classic
adventure games adds extra depth and interactivity for the player. The 'Prince of Persia' theme is beautiful and the visuals are
stunning. I was most pleased that, without any spoliers, there may be more games to come in this series. Please, yes :) The only
fault is that some of the object manipulation tasks are a little easy and there are moments you may feel as if you are just clicking
your mouse to advance the story but the story is so good that I'll be forgiving. Lastly, a few games recently have had a function
whereby you are an alchemist or CSI etc and you have to pickup ingredients for a kit you have to solve a problem. By far this is
the first game where thankfully this is used throughout the whole game. Most others I have played use this function for the first
20 percent of the game and then it is forgotten about in favour of the usual HIdden Object puzzles etc. . Keep doing all these
things so the games feel fresh and exciting and well done for trying something different.
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